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"Happiness is where we find it, but rarely where we seek it."
J. Petit Senn
Ashraf Ghani shares insight for future of Afghanistan
Emily Tarr
Senior Staff Writer
Former Afghan Finance Minister
and Presidential candidate Ashraf
Ghani gave the second lecture in
this year's Wooster Forum Series
with a speech entitled "Afghanistan:
Owning the Present; Building the
Future" on Monday. Ghani, who
was named one of the 20 most in-
fluential global thinkers of 2009 for
his work on fragile states, focused .
on the war in Afghanistan, U.S.-Af-gh- an
relations, and the need for new
ways of thinking in order to solve
the challenges of these situations.
Ghani began his speech by stress-
ing the ways in which there is con-
nection between Afghanistan and life
in the United States. To illustrate,
he cited the 80,000 American troops
currently in Afghanistan as well as
the annual $100 billion cost of the
war. He then emphasized that force
alone cannot solve the challenges
in Afghanistan. Instead, Ghani be-
lieves that we need to discover new
manners of thinking in order to find
practical ways to achieve the ideal-
istic goals set out for Afghanistan.
Next, Ghani discussed two dis-
tinct images of Afghanistan that
exist in current culture. The first
image depicts Afghanistan as a place
full of violence, drugs, corruption,
and poverty. However, Ghani also
said that others view of Afghani-
stan as a positive place with a liter-
ary tradition, entrepreneurs and a
"civil society that is vibrant" and "a
President Cornwell signs contract
Last week, President Cornwell signed a contract with Carbon Vision LCC that confirms
the installation of a 20,000 foot solar roof, which will be atop of the new P.E.C. The
solar roof will be the property of Carbon Vision for the first 1 2 years of operation, but will
eventually become the property of the College (Photo courtesy of Matt Dilyard).
Anthony Dominguez
Senior Staff Writer
The College of Wooster has
taken two giant steps in becoming
a more environmentally friendly
and sustainable campus in terms
of one very hot political topic: en-
ergy. For those of you that thought
, the building alone of the new Scot
Center was a progressive feat for
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media that is boisterous and active."
Ghani attributes the pervasive-
ness of the first, negative view of
Afghanistan to several factors. First,
he said that focus on Iraq led to a
neglect of Afghanistan and a con-
tinuance of its negative image. Sec-
ond, because no one was prepared
for the 911 tragedy Ghani stated
that it required a sudden shift in
paradigm. He stated that President
Bush chose war instead of a policy
of containment, leading the U.S.
to align itself with the traditional,
negative view of Afghanistan. How-
ever, Ghani pointed out that, al-
though many think that Afghanistan
has been part of the war for a long
time, there was only a month of war
in 2001, and only a series of anti-terr- or
operations in 2005 and 2006.
While Ghani indicated that the
war in Afghanistan originally had
some problems, including a lack of
preparedness and proper leader-
ship, he said that the current U.S.
army has been transformed and
has a new doctrine, as well as com-
manders that live out that doctrine.
Yet, he feels that the political goals
of this new doctrine still need to
be more clearly defined in order to
create a better understanding for
the public. Ghani also called for
coordination between the differ-
ent forces at work in Afghanistan
and for a new regional diplomacy.
In addition to the goals, he sets out
for Afghanistan's international part-
ners, Ghani also says that the Afghans
themselves need to care more than
:
I
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the College, last Monday, Sept. 20,
President Grant Cornwell signed a
contract with Carbon Vision LCC
of Shaker, Ohio, to install a 20,000
square foot solar roof atop the new
student recreation and athletic facil-
ity. The new solar roof will gener-
ate 271,000 kilowatt hours of elec-
tricity each year, enough energy to
power one residence hall on campus.
, In addition, another contract was
signed with Energy Systems Group
'i;4YfUilUSi
News Editor Grainne
Cariin writes about de-
criminalization of mari-
juana reform. Seepage
3 for the story.
Editor In Chief, Madelyn
Halstead gives tips on
proper etiquette for the
library.TumtopageZ
for the full story.
Ashraf Ghani is the former Finance Minister and Presidential Candidate for Afghan-
istan. He was named one of the 20 most influential global thinkers of 2009 for his
work on fragile states, focused on the war in Afghanistan (Photo courtesy AP).
their international partners about the
future. Speaking as an Afghan, Ghani --
said, "we must learn that without us
taking charge of our destiny we will
not be able to ask you to sacrifice,"
and called for Afghans to focus on the
positive side of their society and re-
ject its negative aspects. For example,
he mentioned several very positive
aspects of current Afghan society,
including the National Solidarity
Program, an organization founded
by Ghani that helps form local gov-
ernances and gives communities the
of Newburgh, Ind. in order to im-
prove the energy efficiency of 34
campus buildings. By reducing the
College's coal, natural gas and over-
all electrical consumption, the im-
provements will reduce Wooster's
carbon footprint by at least 36 per-
cent and will save up to $5.6 mil-
lion over the span of ten years.
Carbon Vision will actually own
the new solar roof. For the first 12
years of operation, however, af--
Will Santino displays an
excerpt from his cre-
ative studio art senior
I.S.Tish That Don't
Exist." Turn to page 4.
I 1N .;.,
opportunity to make decisions about
how to use their own resources.
Ghani also emphasized the need for
international partnerships and said
that globalization should be put to
work in Afghanistan. He said that "in
order to make a difference in Afghani-
stan you don't need to be in Afghani-
stan." Resources such as the Internet
can be important tools for finding
collaborative work spaces in order
to discover solutions to problems.
Finally, Ghani concluded his speech
by returning to the idea that U.S.
for a greener campus
ter that the College will have the
title to the roof for the remainder
of its 40 year life span. Unlike the
roof, which cannot begin energy
production until the completion
of Scot Center in January of 2012,
the building improvements by En-
ergy Systems Group will begin as
early as Oct. 1,
2010. The $5
million invest- -
"We have
ment will m- - nnnnrtunit'itvr--
elude upgrades responsibilityr I v not Sim- - expressing his ex- -
tO HVAC ana UIV 1U IcaVIl .dUUUl UlC "chichi luuepan
other mechani- - WOrld as it is...put tO of what he called,
cai systems, model, to experiment, th e" landmark
building con-- PQ demonstrate social
trols, lighting, 1UC18'
and windows Grant
in the 34 build-
ings. The com COW
pany guaran-
tees an annual
average savings
of $560,000, and if the College
does not see the total sum of the
guaranteed savings, the company
will pay Wooster the difference.
At the press conference, Presi-
dent Cornwell inferred this was
an exciting time for the College
to significantly reduce its carbon
footprint. "Because of Wooster's
size, our mission, and our core val-
ues, we have both the opportunity
and the responsibility not simply to
teach about the world as it is and
as it could be, but to model, to ex-
periment, to demonstrate social ide-
als," he said. Stressing sustainabil-
ity he continued, "Nowhere is this
2
citizens and citizens of Afghanistan
are connected. Ghani said, "Our vul-
nerabilities join us but also there is
the opportunity to overcome these
vulnerabilities," and, looking at the
students in the audience, Ghani stat-
ed, "You are part of the solution."
In addition to giving his lecture,
Ghani spent the day touring campus
and even guest lecturing in some class-
es. In Politics in Developing Coun-
tries, he advised the students that "It
is fundamental to politics that you
hear what others are not saying."
more true than with the values and
practices of environmental sustain-ability...f- or
the last three years we
have been getting progressively
better organized, more ambitious,
and more serious about model-
ing sustainability practices that
the larger society might adopt."
Carbon Vision
CEO Michael
both thie Shaut described
and tnle the project while
move into solar
energy by the Col-
legeCornwell of Wooster,"
as the new solar
President rooftop will be
the largest on
any college facil-
ity in the country.
It is truly moving to know the im-
plications of the new roof extend
much farther than our own cam-
pus, a point stressed by President
Cornwell and recognized by Shaut,
saying, "This project is emblem-
atic of how new campus facilities
should be built in the 2 1 st Century."
W'uh these two new contracts
The College of Wooster becomes
a leader in the move to environ-
mentally friendly and sustainable
energy practices across the coun-
try. With this monumental step the
College just took, every one will see
Wooster become a greener campus
not only now, but for years to come.
x Sports Editor Mike Hag-gert- y
recaps men's and
women's soccer. For
the rest of the story, see
page 7.
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Libba Smith reviews
the season premiere
of Saturday Night Live.
See page 6 for the full
review.
i
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Studies show rise in female bank robbers
CAMPUS
SGA senators discover
hidden documents
The Student Government As-
sociation senators discovered Col-
lege of Wooster governing docu-
ments dating back to the 1960s
and 1970s. The files were found
in the Student Government office
during a group effort to organize
the room. Among the documents
which span over five decades are
meeting minutes, original orgiza-tio- n
charters as well as piles of
old Campus Council and SGA files.
The files will be archived in the
Special Collections section of the
library.
LOCAL
Ohio man commits
double murder-suicid- e
A man in Arlington, Ohio shot
his two sons, Solomon, 8, and Sam-
son, 6, multiple times in the head
and chest. Troy Geller, 35,, then
shot himself in the head. According
to the Columbus Dispatch, Geller
wrote a note before the, murder
suicide saying that he planned to
kill his sons in order to "shield them
from a life of confusion, questioned
allegiances, guilt, and hopelessness."
The mother, Sarah Geller, 35, came
home from work to find her entire
family dead. According to the neigh- -
Iwrs, the family always seemed hap-
py and caring, but there were prob-
lems in the family that no one else
could see or imagine happening
WORLD
Seven Victims Killed
in Mexico Landslide
After two days of violent storms,
a hillside collapsed on a rural Mexi-
can community in the middle of the
night on Tuesday. The landslide in
Santa Maria Tlahuitoltepec, a town
about 130 miles southeast of Mex-
ico City, killed seven and left many
more missing. According to NPR,
at least 100 homes were ruined in
the landslide, the intensity of the
slide dragged houses, people, cars,
livestock and light'poles up to 1,300
feet downhill. The storms brought
by Hurricane Karl and Tropical
1 Storm Matthew have caused dozens
of other deaths.
15 children kid-
napped in Nigeria
15 children remain missing in Aba,
located the southeastern region of
Nigeria. According to CNN, the chil-
dren were kidnapped during a hijack-
ing involvolving four gunmen who
boarded a schoolbus and took the chil-
dren away. President Goodluck Jona-
than expressed his concern for the 15 1
nursery and primary school students
missing. Kidnapping has been a prob-
lem in the region for years, in this case
the hijacker is asking for a ransom
equal to about $ 1 30,000.
NATIONAL
Woman chargedfor
keying luxury cars
USA Today reported that a San Jose
woman is being held on $1 million bail
after she was arrested for the sev-
enth time for scratching luxury cars
including BMWs, Mercedes-Benze- s,
and Lexus models throughout the Sil-
icon Valley. Nancy Chi Ni was found
in a mall parking lot on Saturday van-
dalizing three different vehicles; she
was arrested immediately after. Chi Ni
was already out on bail for a previous
scratching of a Mercedes-Ben- z and
has 18 counts pf felony and vandal-
ism cases against her in other states.
-- Bites compiled by Grainne Carlin
Last week, the Features
story on page 5 about Zumba
clases said that staff and faculty
classes will be on Sunday from
5:15 to 6:15 p.m. but will be at
that time on Tuesdays. An edi-
tor erred. , .,
V 7 i
Graham Zimmerman
'Staff Writer
In conjunction with the FBI, the
U.S. Marshals Northern Ohio Vio-
lent Crimes Task Force arrested a
Cleveland woman last week sus-
pected to have robbed four banks
in the Cleveland area. Lateesha
Scott, 32, was wanted for a Sept.
4 robbery of the U.S. Bank on
West 25th street, a Sept. 14 rob-
bery of Key Bank on Broadway, a
Sept. 17 robbery of another Key
Bank on West 25th street and an-
other robbery four days later at a
Charter One Bank on 1 13th Street.
Lateesha Scott was found hid-
ing behind a washing machine in
a Cleveland apartment building
on the 22, at 7:15 p.m. She told au-
thorities that she was seven months
pregnant and high on crack cocaine
at the time of her arrest, accord-
ing to Deputy U.S. Marshal Brian
Koerbel. Scott has a lengthy re-
cord of drug and theft arrests.
Scott entered the four banks,
slipped a note to the teller instruct-
ing them to hand over the cash to
avoid being shot, stuffed the mon-
ey in her jacket and walked away.
Although there have been eight
bank robberies in the Cleveland
area over the past month, Scott
is only connected to these four.
Following her arrest, Scott
has also been charged with the
League of Informed Voters brings political education to students
The Wooster League of Informed Voters is a group that
was created in order to inform the campus about general
political issues and create a more refined political dialogue
among students. Questions such as "What is socialism?"
or "What does the Tea Party movement really stand for?"
are ones that are in need of addressing by an unbiased
source so that such a dialogue can occur.
While the League has traditionally attempted to answer
such questions through their own publications we are now
happy to announce that the League will now be working
in collaboration with The Voice in order to bring the stu-
dent body political information on a much broader scale.
As this year promises to be a very dynamic election year,
the League feels both excited and compelled to provide
bare facts while leaving as little commentary as possible
so individuals can come to their own decisions and also to
minimize any showing of favoritism to one side or the other.
Like the people on the right, the League of Informed Voters
encourages students to get out and vote.
The League plans to follow the U.S. Senate races in
Ohio. The League's goal is to keep hopes to keep active
communication between itself and the student body. If you
have any questions regarding the League of Informed Vot-
ers, please e-m- ail Richard Tadd Pinkston at RPinkstonl 3
wooster.edu (Photo courtesy AP).
Information
Recieved unwanted gift from exboyfriend
Non student keepsxontacting ex
murder of Robert Moncrief, a
65-year-- old Cleveland resident who
was found strangled in his apart-
ment earlier this month. The bail
for both cases is set at $4 million.
Anyone that has information in rela-
tion to the other bank robberies is asked
to call the Northern Ohio Violent Fu-
gitive Task Force at 1-866-4- WANT-ED.
Reward money is available.
Five out of the last six bank robber-
ies that have occurred in Ohio have
been committed by women, accord-
ing to NBC4 Columbus. 20 10 has had
a nationwide spike in bank robberies,
yith more than three dozen, reported
cases occurring in central Ohio alone.
According to ABC News, in early
January, two Ohio girls, ages 12 and
14 robbed a Cincinnati suburb bank
without even threatening the teller
with a weapon. The girls then man-
aged to escape a police dragnet that
consisted of a helicopter and dogs.
This pattern of females commit-
ting bank robberies is a new trend
in the United States. In addition,
Fox News reports that these rob-
beries by women are almost al-
ways done without the use of a
weapon. Instead, women are prone
to handing the tellers notes with
money demands written on them.
However, some similarities do
remain. Studies have shown that
the major motive behind bank
robberies is addiction. Men and
women have shown that their
Campus Security Briefs
Sept. 20 - Sept. 25
Upset with things ex-boyfri- end said
Admitted to upsetting her
Too many people in house for party
Concern about boyfriend stalking her
Vandalism
Someone sprayed graffiti on lots of signs
Someone broke the blue light off phone
Someone broke door hinge on north door
Property
Someone damaged wooden door
Theft
Laptop stolen from study room
Laptop stolen from classroom
Alcohol
Searched room for weapon,
found alcohol
Beer pong found kitchen
Possession of alcohol underage
Residents of the house that were
home during the large party that took
place in the house, where beer pong was
being played. They claimed not to know
that the game was happening.
Admitted ownership beer funnel
Fire Alarm
Bad detector set alarm off
Put hot coals in trashbag causing fire
Substance
Admitted to smoking joint outside
Admitted to possession of marijuana,
admitted to possession of drug pipe
Drug bong found in house, denied
as his
Location
Wagner Hall
Ebert Art
Troyer House
Gault Manor
Campus Property
Rubbermaid
Gault Manor
Iceman Garage
Andrews Library
Ebert Hall
Bissman Hall
Iceman House
Troyer House
Iceman House
Holden Hall
Aultz House
Ebert Hall
Stevenson Hall
Bornheutter Pav
Iceman House
1
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Unarmed females committing bank robberies in the U.S.
on the rise. Authorities have begun to take measures to
stop bank robberies from occuring (Photo courtesy AP).
major reason behind holding up
bank facilities is to obtain money
to feed their drug habits quickly.
Some states have taken matters
into their own hands to deter poten-
tial bank robberies. In Texas, Cha-
pel Hill Bank has allowed customers
to carry an armed weapon into their
III!1!!
i! '!--
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DateTime
9202:30 p.m.
9219:37 p.m.
92312:36 a.m.
9248:30 a.m.
9217:35 p.m.
9244:51 p.m.
9261:36 a.m.
9208:58 a.m.
9204:07 p.m.
9228:13 p.m.
9203:31 p.m.
9228:32 p.m.
92312:26 a.m.
92411:51 p.m.
92510:15 p.m.
9222:14 p.m.
9242:08 p.m.
92211:47 p.m.
92211:57 p.m.
92411:51 p.m.
facility in the hopes that it will scare
away people looking to rob them.
As the problem continues to
grow worse, authorities are
looking for productive and re-
liable ways to secure banks
around the country and prevent
more robberies from occurring.
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Library is for studying
Multiple times a week you will
find me in one of two places: the
McCreight Mac lab in Gault Lir
Y
-
-- )' .
Madelyn Halstead
brary or my
Independent
Study carrel. I
can also guar-
antee you that
multiple times
a week I will be
interrupted by
the many members of the College
community who lack any sort of li-
brary etiquette.
I know I may sound like your high
school "library Nazi" when I say
the words "library etiquette" but I
thought that courtesies such as using
your inside voice, keeping your head-
phones at a volume I can't hear from
across the : '
room and put-
ting your cell
phone on vi-
brate or silent
went without
saying.
It surprises
me every time
I do work at
the library
Often -- times it is
,
the
solitary individual, the
how many
people have
no qualms about being disruptive,
and often times think these people
find it humorous it certainly is
not. Not only is it rude to the people
who come to the library anticipating
many hours of uninterrupted study
time, but I don't care what you did
this past weekend. I also do not have
any regard for the boy girl you have
a crush on whom you made eye con-
tact with on Saturday night. While
this may be a success for you, and
congrats on that, there is no need to
yell this yes literally yell this
across the library.
Often times it is the solitary indi-
vidual, the texting fiend, who is the
worst offender. Their rapid-fir- e texts
produce instantaneous responses
from their textee. The result the
entire table vibrates every two sec-
onds or the phone beeps so often that
they become indistinguishable, run-
ning into one another and sounding
more or less like someone is leaning
on a doorbell. Either of these things
are incredibly distracting and are
sure to break your zone of concen-
tration.
Upon participating in these ol)-sceni- ties
one of two things will most
likely happen to you if I am pres-
ent: I will passive-aggressive- ly rant
about your obnoxious tendencies in a
Facebook status I have no shame
when it comes to using names, and
depending on the severity of the
situation, I will verbally address you
and your party in a manner similar
to' your 'twn
r. l j.u
obnoxious
and "uncalled
for.
I used to
lexiing nenu, who is uie think that I
worst offender. Their was the only
i r- - , , i person un- -
rapid-fir- e texts produce 'nerved by
instantaneous responses these actions,
frnm trW TPvrPP , but uPn dis
cussing this
with other li
brary patrons I realize that this is
not in fact the case. While not ev-
eryone is quite as passionate about
the nuisances associated with fla
grant disregard for library etiquette,
people are still mildly bothered by
the distractions. So, keep your voice
down, keep your music at a reason-
able volume inaudible to those
around you and if you indulge in
texting as a means of procrastina
tion then at least keep the phone on
silent. In doing this you can still en
joy your distractions and I can finish
my I.S. in time for graduation.
Madelyn Halstead is an Editor in Chief
for the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at MHalsteadl lxmoster.edu.
hey MRcus, need a hand)
For as long as I can remember I
have been an advocate for marijuana
reform laws. However, I never knew
vs.
Grainne Carlin
about a third
option: decrimi-
nalization.
In November
2008,' Massa-
chusetts voted
"yes" on ques-
tion 2. This
vote made Massachusetts the 12th
state in the nation to decriminalize
the possession of one ounce or less
of marijuana. Of course I wasn't
back home for the celebration but I
had enough text messages and Face-bo- ok
posts to feel the joy from my
friends who stayed in the Boston
area for college.
The "smoke weed everyday" away
messages and Bob Marley quotes
all over the Internet became over
whelming and I still didn't really
understand what "decriminaliza-
tion" meant or how it differed from
"legalization." All I knew was that
people, besides pot-lovi- ng college
students, had to have voted in favor
for the decriminalization of mari
juana. But why? I did my research
and began to understand the major
benefits of decriminalization.
Last week in The IFooster Voice,
Ramsey Kincannon '12 argued
that we should legalize marijuana
in order to tax it for the enormous
financial benefits. Although this is
true, there are still cost benefits to
decriminalizing marijuana that do
not involve trading one tax (law en-
forcement) for another (sales tax).
In 2008, a study by Harvard Uni-
versity revealed that by decriminal-
izing marijuana, taxpayers would
save up to $30 million a year from
law enforcement costs. That meant
law enforcement officials spent
that much arresting people with an
ounce or less of marijuana in their
possession annually. By decriminal-
izing marijuana, there is no longer
reason to arrest people for posses-
sion, saving the police's time and
tax payers' money. In this situation,
everyone wins.
V I Iii 1 1 y,
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Secondly, Kincannon argued that
we should legalize marijuana so it
can be regulated in order for the
profit from the sales to be removed
from the drug dealers who use it for
violence and corruption. I disagree.
Wherever there is money, there is
corruption; human beings will al-
ways be greedy.
If marijuana were legalized,
what would stop major corpora-
tions like Phillip Morris and other
big tobacco companies from tak-
ing over the marijuana industry? A
new market would open if marijua-
na were legalized. Try to think of
one good reason why these compa-
nies wouldn't market spliffs to the
American public. They could easily
add their nicotine filled tobacco to
some FDA approved marijuana all
rolled nicely into a stylish and slim
cigarette. Say goodbye to the zip-lo-ck
baggies. With successful ad-
vertising campaigns and mass me-
dia messages, the companies will,
without a doubt, persuade an enor-
mous amount of people to smoke
marijuana. If the public enjoys it,
major profit ensues for these com-
panies. Big tobacco makes major
profit every year by selling a prod-
uct that is not only deadly, but com-
pletely unnecessary and they still
remain incredibly successful. Talk
about corruption.
With decriminalization, marijua-
na is not being marketed or forced
i 1 1 i f i b fs.r r r --v n 1 . i rnf , ( ' I I Ill"
Friday,
October l 3
Voting for wet dry lounges unfair
As a resident of Babcock Hall, votinirg ritrhts.g t . Imaginei what would jorityi v of students want. However.,
I was astounded to learn that all
three of Babcock's lounges will
Usman Gul
remain dry this
year. This means
even if over 21,
no one is allowed
to drink in the
lounge. The de-
cision was made
through a simple
'
process of vot
ing whereby all residents cast votes
for their preferences wet lounges
or dry lounges. As usual, the pro-
cess of voting was made highly
arbitrary owing to an unfair vote-counti- ng
procedure which assumes
you voted for dry lounges if you did
not vote at all.
Non-vote- rs are either indifferent
between dry or wet lounges or they
wish to not reveal their preferences.
In either case, to assume that they
have a preference for a dry lounge
violates the integrity of individual
happen if all non-vote- rs counted
as votes for Republicans in the up-
coming national elections! Not only
would we have rid ourselves of de-
mocracy, we would also see Republi-
cans win elections every time.
Similarly, it is quite difficult to get
a wet lounge
considering
that a lot of
people are in-
different or
callous to vot-
ing. Moreover,
the assump-
tion that non-vote- rs
favor
dry lounges is
of dry lounges
...the rprocess of voting notfun'air
on,y
results
yies
was made Highly arbi- - but also lies in
trary owing to an unfair conflict with the
vote-counti- ng
very pTse fproce--
i . .
' r voting. In mydure which assumes you opinion, it would
voted for dry lounges if be more aPPr- -
you did not vote at all. Jte J.0 cancelJ the voting pro- -
cess instead offarthest from
grounds of reason.
The process of voting for decid-
ing drinking privileges in common
lounges indicates that students
should be allowed to drink in com-
mon lounges if that is what the ma
the process of voting is definitely
not yielding the desired results.
Those who do not vote usually do
not care about drinking privileges
in lounges; thus, their votes should
not be counted.
Assuming them to be in favor
casting votes for non-vote- rs on
their behalf.
Usman Gul is a Senior Staff Writer for
the Voice. He can be reachedfor comment
at UGull3wooster.edu.
Decriminalization the other option
upon anyone because there is no ma
jor investment at stake, there are no
stocks or major business partner-
ships, just people who have an inter-
est in smoking.
I, like Kincannon, am not say-
ing everyone should sit around and
smoke all day, every day. At the
same time, I don't think a bong hit
should result in court dates, 50 or
more hours of community service,
and a criminal record. I know far too
many people who have been busted
for smoking a little weed then rep-
rimanded with harsh punishments
that have affected their reputations,
finances, and future. But even af-
ter all of that, they kept smoking.
Although I believe that legalizing
marijuana would not be a smart
move for America, enforcing laws
against marijuana possession is a
lost cause.
Decriminalizing marijuana has
worked fof Canada, The Nether-
lands, Germany, Spain and Portu-
gal, and it could work for America
too. By decriminalizing marijuana
American tax-pay- ers will save mon-
ey, less people will have criminal
records, and the power of the mari-
juana industry will not be in the
hands of big businesses and mar-
keting giants.
Grainne Carlin is a News Editorfor the
Voice. Site can be reachedfor comment
at GCarlinllwooster.edu.
Have an opinion?
Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current
events and issues from campus developments to global news. If
you're interested in writing or want to comment on what you've
read here, email us at voicewooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors!
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must be received by
the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must observe standard spelling and grammatical rules
and include contact information. The Voice reserves the right to
proofread and withhold letters.
Please send letters via e-m- ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Staff Cartoonist Andrew Holmes can be reached at AHolmesl3wooster.edu.
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"Fish That Don't Exist": excerpts from a creative IS.
WillSantino
Voice Staff
For my senior Independent Study, I
plan on writing and drawing afull length
graphic novel, titled "FISH THAT
DON'T EXIST" (FTDE). I hope to
complete at least I (X) pages.
FTDE is alwut the adhesion of myth
.
tliat binds science, religion and art. It is
about tlie impossibility of human knowl-
edge and of human faith. It is separated
into four sections, which span from Ki'iO
to 19U0, and include, diameters such as Sir
Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, Allert
Einstein and tlie biblical figures Adam,
Eve and Noah.
FTDE takes place in London during
tlie Wonderful Plague of 16(i(i, aboard
tlie IMS. Beagle, in the giant shell of a
musical nmllusk (tlie first concert hall), and
in a bathysphere plummeting to tlie bottom
of the ocean for three impossible weeks.
Replete with fictional fauna, made-u-p
tluvries, ersatz cartography, nonsensical
diagram1:, pseudo-scien- ce and fabricated
zoology, FTDE tells the story of the
Homo sapien,from Genesis to Revelations.
I've been posting my art and fiction
on Facelxmk, so feel free to join the group
"FISH TIL4T DON'T EXIST"; a
forthcoming graphic novel from H'ill San-lino- ,"
and clieck my stuff out!
WillSantino' 11
Eve's first dream didn't have Adam.
Instead, "it was filled with the animals.
She had glimpsed them in her first
few moments of existence, dark pat-
terns against a purple sky. When the
purple drained into black she could
feel where her body ended, and ev-
erything else began. The taste of dirt
was thrilling. Throughout the night
she awoke from her dreams, terri-
fied and confused, and listened to the
hush-rumb- le of so many nocturnal
conversations. We might say that she
was experiencing ontological angst,
or that particular brand of weltsh-mer- z
that arises from recognizing
your shadow in a photograph. We
can never know how Eve felt the first
night, alone in paradise.
The next day, Adam and Eve began
to name the animals. Eve found it fun
at first. They spat syllables, laughing.
Cat! Giraffe! Ox! But the day was so
bright and the animals so multiform
and everywhere that soon it over-
whelmed her. The names of the ani-
mals ran together, like colors mixed
to brown.
Catoxpelicanantratdeerratantpel-icanoxca- t.
She sat down in the grass,
breathing hard; her day-ol- d lachrymal
glands resxnded to something some-
where and initiated a release of warm
saline water. She wanted to ask Adam
questions, so many questions, but she
didn't .know what questions were.
That was one of her questions. The
only words she knew were the names
of animals, those dream-shap- es run-
ning through the trees. loiter (hours
hadn't been caught yet), she saw her
face reflected in the eyes of an un-
named animal. She was walking in
a grove of fruit trees, tasting every-
thing. Dirt was just the beginning.
The animal had orange hair and black
skin and walked on its knuckles when
it wasn't swinging from a tree. She
was reaching for another small-purp- le
when a hand so similar to her hand
also reached for a small-purpl- e. She
turned. Her face was bent across its
wet eyes, two obsidian cabochons set
deep in high, wrinkled cheeks, and her
1 face who she was, the boundary of
where she ended and not-h- er began
caught in both, bent, obscured in each
by an asterix of light which appended
to that cracked, simian face a foot-
note of intellect and for the first time
she felt as if she had communicated.
She wanted to know: do I exist? She
wanted to know, how do I know who I
am? The taste of fruit made dirt seem
disgusting; this was a discovery that
gave her hope. She was uncovering a
system to the nonsense within herself,
decocting the raw emotion, separat-
ing sadness from happiness. The next
day Adam pointed at the four legged
animal with the sandy mane and the
roar, and said 'Lion.' She repeated him.
But she was thinking: lion? Adam
pointed at the animals soaring in the
sky, and said 'Bird.' Eve pointed at a
bird-shap-
ed cloud. 'Bird?' Adam shook
his head. Eve wanted to know: what
was the difference?. What if she was
not truly herself, but an exact non-h- er
floating whitely in the overhead blue.
She couldn't wonder: am 1 an imitation
of myself? Her cheeks grew hot and
she felt tears gather again on the lip of
her lower eyelid. She looked .towards
the trees, for her friend. The apple was
a kind of prison-brea- k.
A very long time after the fall of
Mankind, on a flat earth ensconced in
celestial layers, one of Adam and Eve's
great-et- c. grandchildren was magi-
cally impregnated. A zygote named
B y. bclicv rUw( tit,--- PipMo ' bl.cMc ir"-- i
.
Jesus began to grow. Fifteen hundred
and forty three years after the birth of
a cosmic sacrifice the earth was round,
and a Polish priest named Niclaus Co-
pernicus published "De revolutionibus
orbium coelestium", which advanced a
heliocentric model of the universe. A
century after that Galileo Galilei mag-
nified the heavens on the lens of a tele-
scope and discovered flaws in Aristot-
le's quintessential spheres: solar acne,
mountains on the moon. But stop:
what comes next? Newton's "Prin-cipia- ,"
that mathematic grimoire?
S --for lM.lsi. I'" yJ
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Gravity? Listen to this: a chapter of
the scientific revolution has been for-
gotten. On the eighth of October in
the year 1660 an incandescent color-changi- ng
cephalopod was caught in
the nets of an English fishing vessel,
and the crew went insane. According
to the Wiffelwoolian wharf's dock-maste- r's
official report, the fishermen
were "laughing and crying, declaring
Paradoxes, and asking Im-possi- ble
Questions." A sixty three year old pro-
fessor of Theology and Natural Phi-
losophy at Oxford University named
Maximilian Van Duult was called to
the wharf to inspect the squid. He
barely survived. He would later an-
nounce that it was impossible to truly
study the specimen, for "in the first
second, the Colours of its Tentacules
expanded to-wa- rds mineself, a Wor-ni- th
washed over me, and a I lappynes
did purvade my Hole Body. The next
second Ideas & Concepts became mul-
tiform. By the third I began Seeing
colors & shajx's, and I felt as if Drunk,
and almost fell to the grownd." The
next day, when he had recovered
from his headache, he wrote down
a phrase: "Ocular Inebriate." What
was the first organism to experience
a dream? What came first, humans
or clouds? Did Eve do it on purpose?
Did Maximilian Van Duult exist? Did
he really discover and name a species
Kt,: in.b,l.
that plunged Europe into a decade
of incontinence, nimptopsicality,
and outrageous expression, called by
most historians "the Doodle?" In this
article we will seek to understand the
impact of the "benthic neurobachana-lian,- "
Spirula absurda (Loop, 1905),
with special attention spent on Van
Duult's theory of Nephoneirogenesis
and his microfaunal explanations for
sense. The Doodle, or 'The Wonder-
ful Plague,' (Iris-Gree- n, 1867) was a
cigarette dropped on the map of the
seventeenth century; we can never
know what disappeared in that crisp
hole, but we can examine its edges.
First, we will review the events of
the proto-par- ty of 1602 as recorded
in the Pisseldorfian papers. Then we
will attempt an overview of the Great
Hangover of 1671.
Does everything begin with non-
sense? What happens during the ado-
lescence of an idea?
Catoxdogeaglehipposnakeworm-leopardsheepiguanakoalapolar-brownpandabearcatvulturecheetah-chameleonmolesquirrlbatjackelana-condacayotepeafowlhentigerarmadi-llotapirmousehorsebuffalobufl'alobuf-falobuffalobuffalob-
uflalo
-
All drawings are hand-draw- n by
Saldino to accompany his "Fish That
Don't Exist" IS project.
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Are you familiar with that feeling
you get when something feels just
right? Call it intuition, a chance, inspi-
ration, comfort or simply indescribable.
Well, I believe
that is what can
seal the deal on
making the final
college decision.
This was defi
nitely the final
factor in my de
cision to come
to Wooster and
I think this is a relatively common con-
sensus based on stories that I've heard
from fellow classmates.
I recall stepping onto campus for
the first time and I immediately felt a
connection. Throughout my college
search, I was told countless times by
teachers, friends, guidance counselors
and family, that when I found the right
place I would know instantly. To my
surprise, it finally happened. I was f-
inally experiencing this notion that I
had been waiting for.
While this description sounds
rather simplistic and harmonious, I'll
also be the first to admit that Wooster
was not my first choice among col
leges. Various factors contributed to
this predilection that this was not the
school for me. One of these reasons,
which I feel is a crucial factor in the
overall college seeking process, was...
Yes, the issue of finances was the
final factor. It is sad to think that this
is what it actually boils down to this.
The price of college can be incredibly
intimidating and the price tag that
accompanies many of the private lib
eral arts colleges are quite similar and
slightly more frightening.
I knew that I wanted to go to a lib
eral arts college. Small class size, low
student-to-teach- er ratio, diversity,
availability of majors, a plethora of
organizations and individualized at
tention are a few of the benefits that
are desired. The College of Wooster
captures all of these things along
with the Independent Study project
that each and every one of us will
complete. Personally, being a very
project-oriente- d individual, I am
very excited about this, while there
is also the lingering stress of ehoos
ing a topic and fear of how the entire
process will pan out.
Regardless, this is simply another
advantage to consider while balano
ing out the final decision. Basically,
Wooster seemed to be a perfect fit for
me. Perfect, except for the underlying
issue of finances. Little did I know, I
was in for another surprise. Finan-
cial packages started coming in and
some were better than others. With
the combination of academic scholar
ships, financial aid, and student loans,
everything was falling into place and
becoming a reality that was actually
within my grasp.
1 lonestly, the finality of the decl
sion didn't really register until the
summer ARCH program. Even then,
the feeling wasn't quite solid. What
finally brings it home is actually
moving in and the days of orienta
tion that follow. After parents leave
and orientation comes to a close, the
feeling of truly belonging here fi
nally sets in.
Since the beginning of the semes
ter, I have been asked many questions
by family, friends and past teachers,
What classes are you taking? Do you
like your professors? How do you
like your dorm? What has surprised
you the most about college?
Personally, the last question is tne
hardest for me to answer. I honestly
have not experienced anything that
has surprised me, in a negative way
that is. The comfortable environment
and easy adjustment has been the big
gest surprise for me.
I attended a small public high
school, with a graduating class of
120, in a small town and was expect-
ing to struggle with the adaptation.
A sense of community is felt on cam
pus, whether this is a relationship with
friends, roommates, or professors, it is
welcoming and irreplaceable. Here's to
the class of 'JO 14! Let's make it a great
four years!
Whitney Siders is a first-tim- e contrib
utor to tlie Voice. She can be reachedfor
contact at fCSidersl4wooster.edu
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Grainne Carlin
News Editor
St. James Episcopal Church host
ed a screening of the documentary
film, "Traces of the Trade: A Story
from the Deep North" last Thurs-
day. The film was presented in col-
laboration with Wooster's Depart
ment of Africana Studies and the
Center for Diversity and Global
Engagement. The documentary
was shown as part of a series on
PBS, featured at Sundance Film
Festival, won the Henry Hampton
Award for Film Making and was
nominated for an Emmy Award for
Historical Film Making. This was
the film's second stop on its tour
around northeast Ohio.
Traces of the Trade" followed
Katrina Browne and nine of her
cousins on their quest to uncover
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pleased with the turnout of over 80
people in the small ballroom.
In addition to the monthly dinners
that ISA plans to hold, there are
many other events that the organi-
zation hosts during the school year.
ISA helped to sponsor the J'Ouvert
Paint Festival to get international
and American students involved in
the celebration.
In November, the campus will fea-
ture International Education Week,
ft
the dark past of their wealthy
New England ancestors, the De-Wol- fs,
involvement in the slave
trade. The documentary followed
the family as they traveled from
Rhode Island to Ghana to Cuba
and back the same route their
ancestors traveled to fuel the slave
trade.
Dain Perry, one of the cousins
featured in the film, and his wife,
Constance, spoke before the film
began. Dain Perry reflected on the
film and explained how it is about
the history of injustice and said,
"If people were directed to know
that this was wrong, this awful
history could have been avoided."
He continued, "We need to bet-
ter understand the past so we can
understand our relationships and
current challenges."
Constance followed up by shar- -
iruq
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which will celebrate the many differ-
ent cultures represented at the Col-
lege. There will be a culture show,
bazaar and many speakers. There
will also be an International Food
Festival where students will cook
foods from their respective coun-
tries. In the spring there will be a
more formal dinner in Kittredge
Hall to again gather together the
campus to celebrate cultural diversi-
ty. All events are open to the entire
campus.
An event that Rida wants to begin
is a stir-fr- y cook-of- f, where the win-
ners will have their recipes printed
out and available in Lowry at the
Stir Fry station. The inspiration for
the event came when Rida, along
with many other of her internation-
al friends, attempt to re-cre- ate their
home dishes at the Stir Fry station
and are often asked by Americans
what ingredients to use. By making
a menu available to all students this
can give everyone options and ideas
of what to prepare.
Rida said that in addition to inter-
national students and global nomads
(students born in the U.S. but have
lived in two or more countries) who
are automatically a part of ISA, the
group welcomes and encourages
i v
ft
ing the quote, "We live our life
going forward, but we understand
our life by looking back."
Unfortunately, as stated in the
documentary, "there is an inten-
tional amnesia about the way the
story of slavery has been told."
Major details about the slave trade
have been left out of the textbook
version of its history, making it
difficult for Americans to fully un-
derstand the nation's past and its
current impact today. The pur-
pose of the documentary is to un-
cover the truths of the slave trade
that have been buried in American
history.
The documentary began with
Browne explaining what she knew
about her ancestors. They were
a wealthy, New England family
who practically built the town of
Bristol, Rhode Island. Browne re-
marked, "Looking around, they
seemed like royalty in this town...
I always wondered how they got so
established."
While in seminary, Browne's
grandmother revealed to all of
the grandchildren that the fam-
ily's wealth came from the slave
trade. At one point in time, James
DeWolf was the second richest
man in the United States. The De-W- olf
family alone brought 10,000
Africans to the Rhode Island ports
the most slaves brought to the
Western hemisphere by any slave
trader in history.
The slave trade business stayed
within the DeWolf family for three
generations. One cousin stated in
the documentary, "It's embarrass-
ing, you would think they would
know it was wrong and put an end
American students to join as well. "I
would love a 10 to 1 ratio" of Ameri-
cans to international students in our
group, said Rida, who believes that
learning the many facets of Ameri-
can culture is only achievable if
Americans are involved.
Rida also said that something
nearly all international students
have in common is that they still do
not understand American football,
.
and hopes that one day the football
team will just sit down and explain
T
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Traces of the Trade: slavery's hidden past
to it." Everyone in the family who
heard this news was shocked and
upset, and they all wanted to fig-
ure out how to repair the damage
their ancestors had done.
Throughout the film, the audi-
ence watched as the family realized
how the traces of the slave trade
are still very present in today's
world. Things as small as mean-spirit- ed
nursery rhymes passed
down from generation to genera-
tion of the DeWolf family turned
out to be about the two child-slav- es
James DeWolf had bought
for his wife as Christmas presents.
A major misconception about the
slave trade that was revealed in the
film was the depth of the North's
involvement. Rhode Island was
the most complacent state in the
U.S. during the slave trade and a
hub for trading. The majority of
ships used in transportation were
made in Massachusetts, and most
wealthy New Englanders owned
two to three of their own slaves.
According to a historian inter-
viewed in the film, "everyone on
the coast lived off the slave trade
in some way; rather it be making
goods for the travels, shipbuilding
or actually slave trading." But, the
North managed to create an iden-
tity of heroic abolitionists, even
though, the documentary reveals,
many of its citizens were still tak-
ing part in enabling slavery.
With 30 million people still en-
slaved in the world today, the doc-
umentary and its makers hope to
draw attention to a past tragedy in
order to help solve the challenges
of the world's current enslave-
ment problems.
ISA hopes to bridge the gaps between cultures
Elle Bloom
Features Editor
Wooster's International Student
Association held their first dinner
in the Lowry Ballroom on Monday.
The theme was "travelization" (stu
dent travel abroad) and four Ameri-
can students, Jeremy Bervoets '11,
Brittanny Lee '11, Hannah Haas '12
and Akosua Grimanis '12, spoke of
their experiences abroad to Sweden,
Malawi, Peru and Ghana,
Throughout the dinner, Ameri
cans and International students alike
sat together to listen to the stories
of adjustment and realization the
speakers brought up. Hayet R'ula ' 1 1,
a native of Ghana and the president
of ISA, said that she was extremely
:t. !.i ; J?,
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Above, Hannah Haas '12, presents a slideshow on Peru at the ISA din-
ner (Photo by Linda Kuster).
it to them.
This coming month, on a date
yet to be determined, ISA will once
again hold their International Din-
ner in Lowry Ballroom, which Rida
said would have a unique theme and
great food.
If you are interested in becom-
ing a part of ISA or want to learn
more, please contact Kathryn Shull
at KShulll3wooster.edu and keep
a look out on Facebook for the next
ISA sponsored dinner.
i
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HOMCOMING PARADE
V til reviving wvfial long standing traditions this j irbut the main on is tht Homecoming Tusit. Thtr an wvrjI options for groups to t involved:
A walking group --gather together your folia and create a Kinneits) to carrv along the parade route.
A riding poup-soineo- ne in your group owns or has access to a cool car or truck or golf can-lo- ad up the whole gang and ride along with us.
A Float-- if the group has access to a wagon oi tiailer-pu- ll out the tissue and show some Scottish Spirit.
Another Homecoming Tradition-ad- opt a wooden CoW to decorate and bring it along in the parade. These can he part of Walking Groups, Riding
Groups, or Floats. Individuals ran adopt a cow, decorate it and walk it in the parade.
Contact Christie Kiaolro (rkracker f wooster .edn) about being involved in the parade entries must be confirmed by Wednesday, October .
MissMister Wooster
Who will be this year's Miss Mister Wooster? MissMr. Wooster is always a good rime for everyoue involved! It is like a pageant that allows students to
show off their ability to clean up nicely (Formal Wear), an appropriate talent, and how much they love Wooster (school-spirit)- . The pageant is designed to
be light hearled, fun-fille- d and school spiiited. Sign ups for paitwipants are available in the Student Activities Office and are DUE to Student Activities by
Noon on Monday, October 4. The event will be held on Thursday, October 7 at Spot la Scheide. Contact Rachel Messenger (nnrsienget g woostei.edu)
with any questions or to sign up
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SNL season premiere featured favorite alums
Libba Smith
Staff Writer
As usual, "Saturday Night Live"
plunged into its new season with
relevant political references with the
Cold Open, which featured Kristen
Wiig, the show's most recognizable
female star, as Christine O'Donnell,
the Tea Party candidate for Senate
who admitted to dabbling in witch-
craft. Wigg shouted the familiar
opening line, "Live from New York,
it's Saturday Night!" in a pointed
black hat while rising on a broom
above the stage.
The cast montage included four
new faces Vanessa Bayer, Paul
Brittain, Taran Killam, and Jay Pha-
raoh ' and the disappointing omis-
sion of Will Forte and Jenny Slate.
Former cast member Amy Poehler,
one of comedy's leading ladies and
an eight-ye- ar veteran of the show,
returned to SNL as the host.
Her monologue featured appear-
ances by several of SNL's other
notable alums, including Rachel
Dratch, Jimmy Fallon and Tina Fey,
and a surprise visit by Justin Tim-berlak- e.
Maya Rudolph returned to SNL
to play Poehler's co-ho-st on "Bronx
Beat," a talk show that featured two
loud, proud mothers who mostly
complain about their husbands. Katy
Perry was the show's musical guest
and played a teen in a tight Elmo
shirt who volunteered at the library
Ly reading to children.
But the real reason for the high
number of new readers is her newly
developed "bazoombs." This is a di
'
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Jack Tracy "12 brings classic prep
to Wooster, incorporating salmon
chinos and Sperry's into his ca-
sual look, perfect for a day on
the golf course (Photo by Linda
Kuster'11).
rect reference to her recent rejection
from Sesame Street for showing too
much cleavage in her segment; Poe-
hler's character remarked, 'Today's
show is brought to you by the number
a skit on the highly controversial
mosque that was to be built near
Ground Zero. The fake commercial
bit started out as advertising the
mosque as a great place to hold a gay
Music artist Katy Perry performed on the season preimere of SNL (Photo courtesy AP).
38 and the letter DD."
Unfortunately, Perry's appearance
in "Bronx Beat" was the highlight
of her screen time. The best thing
to be said about her performances
of "California Gurls" and "Teenage
Dream" is that they showcased her
fondness for flashy costumes. Perry
is a fantastic entertainer, but the girl
cannot sing live.
Surprisingly, SNL chose to do
wedding, and it quickly progressed
to other contentious topics, such as
advertising a state-of-the-- art preg-
nancy termination center and free
naturalization for Mexican citizens.
Rather than focusing on just the
mosque, several hot button issues
were ingenipusly thrown into the
mix. It ended with an ominous voice
telling viewers "it could happen,"
and "paid for by the Republican Na
tricate duet. Kathleen Dalton from
Ohio Wesleyan University, and Lou-
isa Armstrong from Case Western
Reserve University are nationally
ranked gymnasts, which gave Phil
lips an opportunity to push the limi--
TTrr;
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Lindsay Phillips '11 presented her Cleveland architecture
inspired dance performance (Photo by George Myatt).
was fascinating to observe how the
ripples from the water could cre-
ate some variations of vibrancy
and contrast from the colors that
shined upon it.
Lindsay Phillips '11 presented a
new piece of work at the festival on
the main pathway between the two
ends of the bridge allowing the au-
dience to stop by any time to see her
performance. Phillips worked with
two close friends to produce an in- -
tations of the body for dance.
"I don't like things that are purely
spectacle," stated Phillips. She want-
ed people to enjoy the movement and
composition of two bodies in space.
While her inspiration for her piece
was derived from the architecture of
Cleveland, her main focus was con-
centrated on the structure of the
bridge. The performers moved qui-
etly and delicately placed themselves
into very complex and profound po
tional Committe (and 70 percent of
the DNC)" flashed on the bottom of
the screen.
While still having an expectedly
liberal lean, this brilliant piece of writ
ing brought up
today's most de-
bated issues in
a light-heart-ed
way without put-
ting too much
blame on a single
party.
Other highlights
of the night in-
clude "Weekend
.Update," which
is always a tongue-in-che-ek
commen-
tary on the most
relevant, and just
plain wackiest,
news stories from
around the country.
Poehler returned
to co-ho- st, and Gov-
ernor David Pater-so- n
of New York,
who was relent-
lessly mocked on
Update for much
of last season,
made an actual entrance alongside
his impersonator, Fred Armisen.
The only new cast member to re-
ally get an appearance was Jay Pha-
raoh,, who performed a spot-o- n im-
personation of Will Smith.
SNL had a formidable season
premiere. While Poehler's fantas-
tic range was not utilized fully and
some skits were repeated, SNL is set
for another tremendous season.
IngenuityFest provides a opportunities for artists
George Myatt
A&E Editor
It's always a challenge for artists to
find the best venue to showcase their
latest work, whether it is a musical
performance, a play, a dance piece,
paintings or photographs. This past
weekend, IngenuityFest: The Cleve-
land Festival of Art and Technology,
became the hosting venue for a num-
ber of artists, especially those from
Northeast Ohio.
Started in 200-- t by artistic director
James Levin, Wooster's Visiting As-
sistant ProfessorDirector of Arts
Management and Entrepreneurship,
IngenuityFest was located under the
Veterans Memorial (Detroit Supe-
rior) Bridge this year in downtown
Cleveland.
In the middle of the bridge I
was shocked to find a waterfall
flowing from the top level into the
Cuyahoga River below. According
to the festival Web site, "The Life-
line Waterfall," the top traffic level
of the bridge and plunged 130 feet
into the river. "Lifeline" was a co-
llaborative effort by artists Kidist
Getachew, Michael Lehto and John
Thomas, and included lighting de-
sign by Chuck Karnak.
According to the artist's mission
statement, "The waterfall's aim is
two-par-t: "to celebrate Cleveland's
abundant water resource by creating
an awe inspiring visual; and, through
the installation, raise awareness of
water scarcity." The team of artists
collected donations during the festival
which will 'be given to a community in
Ethiopia that needs access to fresh water.
At night, lights were cast onto
the flowing water from the piece. It
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sitions. Between each transition, I
liked how I had the opportunity to
place what part of the bridge the
choreographer was trying to mimic.
It was fascinating to see how ef-
fortlessly the dancers shaped them-
selves around their bodies and the
floor to create such harmonious im-
ages of stability.
The band Freddie Cool also per-
formed at the IngenuityFest, playing
some of their latest hit songs includ-
ing a cover of "Cold Case of Love"
by Rihanna and "Crazy in Love"
by Beyonce. Brandelle Knights '12
flew in from her semester program
in New York City and delivered
an electrifying performance. Nana
Boamah-Acheampo-
ng ' 1 1 sang sev-
eral duets with Knights, and sent the
crowd wild with his impromptu and
smooth dance moves.
Recent college graduate Allison
Wadleigh '10 revived her senior
IS performance entitled "Facebook
Me." With a new cast and slightly
different performance platform,
Wadleigh's production continues
to delight and inform the audience
about the realities of feeling lost
and consumed online in a social net-
working site.
I thoroughly enjoyed my experi-
ence at IngenuityFest and I hope
it continues to grow and attract
more artists from Ohio and the
rest of the world.
For more information about, the
festival, visit ingenuitycleveland.com
Wooster Street Style
A self-proclaim- ed "bra" and supporter of collared clothing, Jack Tracy '12 told Wooster Street Style
about his New England-inspire- d fashion philosophy, and let us in on the best gift he's ever recieved.
1) What does your personal style say about you?
I like to think my style says a whole lot about me. First and foremost, it says I love a nice pair of solid
pastels, preferably Nantucket red. It says that I love golf and am down to play whenever. Perhaps
most importantly, it says that I am a bro from New England who loves eating a fresh basket of
steamed clams on the coast of Cape Cod after a long day of sailing.
2) If you were stranded on a deserted island and could only have one piece of
clothing, what would it be?
On a more serious side, if I could only have one article of clothing from my closet, it would be my
favorite belt. Last year my 91 --year-old grandmother literally made me a needlepoint belt that has a
green background and is embroidered with various golf objects. It was super sweet of her to make it
and fits wonderfully. Easily the best belt I have ever owned.
According to Facebook.com, the
site's mission is "to give people the
power to share and make the world
)
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more open and
connected,"
which brings
into question
how this social
medium affects
our relation-
ships today.
The site's
increase in
popularity has morphed typical so-
cial norms to accommodate the on-
line venue.
People now hold you responsible for
regularly updating your status, as well as
for returning messages and wall posts.
Friend requests and de-friend- ing acts
are taken very personally; limited profil-
ing is the new cold-should- er. Couples
discuss whether they feel comfortable
listing their relationship status as 'In a
Relationship" or "It's Complicated."
The conversations that people
were having face-to-fa- ce ten years
ago are now held via wall-to-wa- ll.'
It wasn't that long ago that this
phenomenon began. Created in Feb-
ruary 2004, less than six years ago,
Facebook has become for many a
permanent fixture of social life.
MySpace, a comparable social site,
was created in 2003. So how is it that
sites such as these have developed
into such an expansive craze?
Thinking back I find myself won-
dering how I stayed in touch with my
world before these sites existed. Yet
this reflection also reminds me of
a time in which I spent a great deal
fewer hours online than I do now, out
making friends in person as opposed
to friend requesting the suggested
friends that Facebook provides me.
Sometimes I question the produc-
tivity of our generation based on
the seemingly endless hours of pre-
occupation with Facebook exhibited
by some. And yet I feel like we are all
guilty of participating in this mind-
less time-su- ck at one point or another.
When I find myself looking at ev-
ery profile picture of my brother's best
friend's sister's boyfriend who coinci-dental- ly
went to middle school with me
and dated my best friend, I know I have
gone too far, the realitof the obsession
is apart in those moments spent looking
at photos in which I know no one.
These sites seem to have surpassed
simply becoming mainstream to the
point of becoming second nature, in-
trinsic and irreplaceable parts of our
culture today. I open a new tab when
I go on the Internet and log onto
Facebook without any premeditative
intention to do so. The habit has pro-
gressed to an obsession, and further
into a social necessity.
And yet while I love having ev-
ery relationship, status and personal
update of everyone I have ever met
available to me on one Internet page,
I find myself hating the impersonal
feeling of the social interactions on
Facebook. I further dread the reluc-
tant yet obligatory perception that
I need to go onto the site in order
to stay updated on my friend's social
standings. It is simultaneously sad
and convenient that I have several
friends who I now only ever commu-
nicate with through the site via wall
posts and Facebook Chat.
Facebook, for me at least, seems
to be growing into a necessary evil,
particularly in regards to keeping in
touch with the social world, and I
have heard many others voice a simi-
lar love-ha- te relationship. It comes
down to the choice of disconnecting
yourself and risking social isolation
and withdrawal or staying connect-
ed and immersed in the public com-
mentary of events and occurrences.
Emily Timmerman is an Arts &f En-
tertainment Editor for the Voice. She can
be reached for comment at
r
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Field hockey defeats
Ohio Wesleyan with
an overtime victory
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
The Wooster field hockey team has
dominated the competition over the
past couple of weeks, bringing their
NCAC record to a very impressive
4-- 1. Last Sunday, the Scots trumped
Kenyon College 4-- 2 with an early
display of offensive dominance, that
included a hat trick by Amanda Art-ma- n
'10. Early in the game, forward
Artman scored off of an assist by
midfielder Kate Valora '11, which
was quickly followed by an unas-
sisted goal by Clare Nelson-Johns- on
'13. Leading 2-- 1, the Scots' defense
managed to hold the Ladies to only
one goal in the first half, scored by
Sarah McNee' 13.
In the second half Wooster con-
tinued to expose Kenyon's defense
with another two goals. Artman
once again fed off an assist by Valora
to score early in the half. Continu-
ing in dominance over Wooster's
rival Kenyon, Artman recorded a
hat trick, scoring off an assist by
Isabelle Howes '13, who received her
first point off the assist.
Artman's two goals gave her
Scots volleyball beats
Denison in three sets
Margaret Donnelly
Editor in Chief
The volleyball team proved to be
a strong contender in the North
Coast Athletic Conference last
weekend in a weekend play day in
Hiram, Ohio. In its first NCAC ac-
tion of the season, Wooster domi-
nated Ohio Wesleyan University
and Denison University, but fell to
Wittenberg University and Kenyon
College.
In the first match-u- p of the week-
end, the Fighting Scots (10-- 9, 2-- 2
NCAC) controlled the court against
Ohio Wesleyan (2-1- 3, 0-- 2 NCAC),
defeating them in three matches (25-1- 7,
25-1- 6, 25-1- 7).
Sarah Hawke '12 contributed 13
kills and just one error in 24 at-
tempts to propel Wooster's dominat-
ing force. Erica Skillman '14, Melis-
sa Morgan '13 and Erin Webster '13
contributed to Wooster's offensive
power with five kills each. Lizzi Beal
'12 added 32 assists and five block
assists for the match.
The Scots were competitive in a
close match against Kenyon (7-- 8,
1-
-1 NCAC) that ended after a five-s-et
marathon, but fell in the final set
Sept. 26 Hiram FalP Invitational
Oct. 3-- 1
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enough points to pass the 200-poi- nt
mark in her college field hockey ca-
reer. So far she has racked up a very
impressive 82 goals with 38 assists.
Wooster overcame Ohio Wesleyan
University last Thursday, winning in
double overtime with a goal by Valo-
ra in the 96th minute of theroatch.
.
During the first half of the tensio-
n-filled game, Ohio Wesleyan
struck first with'a goal by Christa
Cocumelli '1 1. It only took moments,
however, for the Scots to strike back
as Eileen Barrer 'l 1 knocked in a de-
flected shot from Artman. Despite
recording 18 shots by the Scots and
ten by the Battling Bishops, each
team only managed to score once.
On Wednesday, the Scots steam-roll- ed
Oberlin College in a 6-- 1
victory, marking their sixth con-
secutive NCAC win. Wooster's six
goals came from five different play-
ers, showing the team's offensive
versatility.
The Scots will host NCAC rival
Wittenberg University tomorrow at
John P. Papp Stadium at 1 p.m.
Additional reporting for this article
by Margaret Donnelly.
(25-2- 2, 25-2- 1, 25-2- 3, 25-1- 8, 25-1- 7).
Webster and Hawke continued to
lead Wooster statistically, with 13
and eight kills, respectively.
The weekend continued in a simi-
lar fashion on Sunday, with Wooster
dominating Denison in three sets
(25-2- 3, 25-1- 2, 25-1- 3), but falling to
the nationally ranked Wittenberg
team (25-1- 6, 25-2- 3, 25-1- 2).
The Scots easily handled Denison
(3-1- 6, 1- -3 NCAC) in a 3-- 0 win, es-
pecially in the second set. Webster
led the match in kills with eight, and
Paige Parker '14 and Zoe Zwegat '14
each tallied seven. Beal reached 32
total assists across three matches.
Although Wooster led 23-2- 2 in
the final set against Wittenberg,
the Tigers (13-- 2, 3-- 1 NCAC) came
from behind to sweep in the three-s- et
match against Wooster. Hawke
paced the offense with six kills, and
Kelley Johnson ' 1 3 and Beal held up
defensively with 21 and 19 digs, re-
spectively.
After facing Otterbein College
and Oberlin College, the Scots will
continue NCAC play in another play
date at Oberlin, Ohio where they
will face Oberlin, Allegheny College
and Hiram University.
--
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Next:
Allegheny Invitational
(6-- 1)
.7ooster 1, WJ 0
r 0, iMisencordiaUniv 1
Next: "
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Defense proves key to men and
women 's soccer success this season
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Women's soccer player Shannon Latsko '13 passes the ball trhough the opponets de-
fense (Photo by Scott Kugel).
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
Despite a somewhat rocky start
to the season, the women's soccer
team has stabilized their record, tal-
lying more wins than losses with a
current record of 6-- 4.
With a total of five wins at Carl
Dale Memorial Field, the Fighting
Scots have yet to lose a home match.
Though they have come close, spe-
cifically against Washington & Jef-
ferson, where the.Scots squeaked by
with a 1- -0 victory.
It took the Scots 54 minutes to put
the ball in the net when Mary Riney
'12 managed to put a shot past the
W&J goalie. This goal njajked Rin-ey- 's
fourth of the season.
Much of the women's soccer's
success is due to consistent, solid
performances by the team's defense.
The win against W&J resulted in
the defense's third shutout in four
games.
Later in the week the Scots gained
another impressive victory against
John Carroll University. The Scots
defense once again took center stage
when they held John Carroll to zero
goals for over 80 minutes only giv-
ing up a goal after the Scots' Erika
Kay '14 gave Wooster the lead with
her third goal of the season.
'
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Unfortunately, John Carroll man-
aged to tie up the match when Ra-
chel Grdina '11 managed to knock
in a corner kick from teammate Val
Korb'll.
Fortunately for the Scot's, Paige
Piper '13 scored in overtime thanks
to an assist from Kay '14. This goal
marked Piper's fifth of the season.
Despite winning two straights
games the Scots could not manage a
third consecutive win. Even though
the Fighting Scot's offense took
twice as many shots as Misericordia
University the Scots fell in overtime
in a 1- -0 loss last Saturday.
Miscericordia's goalkeeper Mor-
gan Myers ' 1 1 deflected several
Wooster shot attempts in the sec-
ond half, taking the game into over-
time.
Only minutes into overtime Jenica
Keister headed a corner past the
Wooster keeper giving Misericordia
their consecutive shutout victory.
Unfortunately for the Scots, their
losing streak would continue on
Tuesday night with a devestating
2-- 1 loss to Walsh University. Despit
taking the lead with a goal from Kay
'14 early in the second halfthe Scots
were unable to get a victory.
Walsh's offense scored two goals
in the final ten minutes of play.
Mollie Vanover put the cavaliers
OCTOBER
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on the board with an impressive
header off of a corner from Lau-
ren Jokovich.
Only mintues later Rachel Rucker-gav- e
Walsh the lead for good with a
rebound goal after Molly Martain's
shot from the left side was defelcted
by Michele Ring '13. Despite the
loss Ring '13 had a very impressive
game in goal with 4 saves keeping
the Scots within striking distance
for the entire game.
The lady Scots will continue their
homestand on Saturday in a match
against NCAC rival Hiram College.
The men's team remains unde-
feated after tying 0-- 0 in a defensive
battle with Allegheny College last
weekend in Meadville, Pa.
Goalie Taylor Takas '12 reached
a career high 12 saves against the
Scots first NCAC opponet of the
season.This impressive performance
gave Takacs five career games with
double digit saves.
The Scots took 12 shots on goal
although none of them were suc-
cessful. This defensive battle comes
as no surprise given that Wooster
has not given up more than two
goals in any one game this season.
On Saturday the Scots will con-
tinue NCAC play against Witten-
berg University.
FIELD HOCKEY
(44) '
Sept. 19 Wooster 4, Kenyon 2
Sept. 23 Ohio Wesleyan 1, Wooster 2
Next
Sept. 29 Oberlin
V
CROOG COUNTRY
Otterbein Invitational
f 9th of 17 (M)
10th of 15 (W)
.
Next:
. ...J All-Ohi- o t Championships
-- Compiled by Ana Baggiano
Friday, October 1, 2010
Scots football gets big victory over OWU iMjliiVL
Ben Christ
Voice Staff
It was'a big (by tor Ohio W'esleyan
University ((- -l, 0-- 2 NCAC), they
utrc having their first night game
at Selby Field, the lights were shill-
ing anil ;,2oo fans were on hand to
wati'h the game. But, to paraphrase
Casey at the Bat," there was no joy
in Selliy Field, because the Bishops
laid an egg on Saturday night. The
Fighting Scots' defense was the star
of the game, forcing six turnovers
to Keep the Bishops ollense on their
heels the whole game. The Bishops
gave their fans a reason to he excited
when on the second play of scrim-
mage, Richard Barnes "U threw a
pass that was picked oil' and ran hack
iiir a ,'iT-va- rd touchdown, hut after
that the Scots' detense locked down
the Bishops, preventing them from
scoring again until the iinirth quar-
ter. The Scots' ollense then scored l.r
unanswered points and never looked
hack. Mike Heddick '1 1 caught a two
vard touchdown pass from Barnes to
bring Wooster to within one point.
After an Ohio W'esleyan intercep-
tion, Wooster drove the hall 50 yards
to set up a Ryan Miner 'i:i lo-ya- rd
lield goal to put the Scots up !i-- 7. Af-
ter another W'esleyan punt, Wooster
drove yards ending with a Robert
Flagg 'I 'J '2 yard touchdown to put
the Suits up l.j-- 7.
Going into the fourth quarter
down I.-V7- , Ohio W'esleyan did not
go down without a tight. The Bish-
ops drove Mi yards ending in a touch-
down to make the game after a
failed two point conversion attempt.
The game appeared to be in the Scots
hands until Barnes fumbled the ball
on the Ohio W'eslyan two yard line.
However, the defense showed its
resolve, and on the first play from
scrimmage harassed the quarterback
About nine months ago, the
Philadelphia Phillies traded pitch
er Uitt
Lee and
prospects
1
- J in orderyd to acquirepitcher Roy
Halladay.
A friend,
RAMSEY Jason Fila-
tov,KINCANNON imnie- -
diately told
me that Halladay would win the
NL C'y Young Award. I laughed.
He'd have to heat out the man that
1 thought was the best pitcher in
baseball, Tim Lincecurn of the San
Francisco Giants, w inner of two
consecutive Cy Young Awards, on
top of adjusting to a new team in
a new league in one of the best
hitters stadiums in America. We
fought about it endlessly. 1 was
wrong. v
F.very time 1 thought there
would be a challenger to Halla-day- 's
Cy Young race, they faded,
and Halladay only got better as the
season wore on. He's set career
highs in strikeouts, lead the league
in innings pitched, and made the
Phillies one of the hottest teams
in baseball towards the end of the
regular season. He's even pitched
a perfect game.
In an age of babying pitchers
by limiting their innings pitched,
Halladay demands the ball every
start and expects himself to pitch
until he's no longer effective.
Pick 'em returns with your fa-
vorite sports editors Ana Bag-gia- no
and Mike Haggerty, who
will pick winners for the NFL and
NCAA matchups in the upcom-
ing week. Think they have picked
the wrong teams? Feel free send
us an e-m- ail at voicesports(a
wooster.edu.
Sttimlings
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NFL
Sunday, Sept. 6
(Mil) San Francisco at At
lanta (AB)
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The Wooster football team practices before Saturday's game against Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity (Photo by Alexandra Tybulskaya). ,
and the pass was intercepted by Ohio
W'esleyan at their five yard line by
Matt Breidigam '12. Two plays lat-
er, Flagg ran the hall in for a 2 yard
touchdow n to put the Scots up 22-1- 3
to end the game.
The Scots' offense played extreme-
ly well, especially the tandem of
Barnes and Flagg. Flagg, who was
named N'C'AC player of the week for
his performance on Saturday, went
for 207 all purpose yards ami two
.. V V
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Roy Halladay has domited
member of the Philadelphia
More importantly, Halladay
doesn't just have millions of new
fans in Philadelphia. He's kept all of
his Toronto supporters, too. When
he was traded, Halladay did nothing
but ooze appreciation for the Blue
Jays organization. This was an or-
ganization that had never been to the
playoffs, let alone a championship!
Still, Halladay was proud of the or
at!
(MH, AB) Cincinnati at Cleveland
(AB, MH) NY Jets at Buffalo
(MH, AB) Seattle at St. Louis
(MH)Denver at Tennesse (AB)
Detroit at Green Bay (MH, AB)
(MH)Baltimore at Pittsburgh (AB)
Carolina at NV'W Orleans(MH, AB)
(MH, AB)Indianapolis at Jackson
ville
(AB.MH) Houston at Oakland
(MH) Washington at Philidel
phia (AB)
Arizona at San Diego (MH, AB)
(AB.MH) Chicago at NY Giants
Monday, Sept. 27
(MI I) New England at Miami (AB)
NCAADiv. 1
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touchdowns. Flagg has had his third
straight strong performance and is
a major reason that the Scots have
pulled themselves out of their 0-- L2
hole. Barnes has had nothing but
solid performances since taking over
the Scot offense and continued that
trend this game, going Hi-- 22 with
one interception, '221 yards and two
touchdowns. His continued improve-
ment over the course of the year has
been a great sign for the Scots going
",, 1
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opponets this season as a
Phillies (Photo courtesy of AP)
ganization.
Halladay wasn't the only big-na- me
star to leave the city where he'd
spent his entire career. Mark Cuban
recently discussed Lebron's decision
to leave the Cavs. Cuban, like many
others, viewed Lebron's decision as
one that was well within his rights.
Where Cuban takes issue, though,
is that "Lebron humiliated the or
ft m
Thursday, Sept. 23
(MH.AB)Texas A&M at Oklaho
ma St.
Friday, Sept. 24
(MH, AB)Brigham Young at Utah
State
Saturday, Sept. 5
(MH, AB) No. 2 Ohio State at II
linois
Louisianna-Monro- e at No. 10 Au
burn (MH, AB)
(MII.AB) No. Hi Miami at Clem
son
(Mil, AB) No. 5 TCU at Colorado
State
(AB) No. 21 Texas vs. No. 8 Okla
homa(MH) y.
XT,".
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forward.
The defense also had a huge game
forcing turnovers in key situations.
They forced Ohio W'esleyan quar-
terbacks to throw four total inter-
ceptions. Taylor Trout 'V2 had two
interceptions, while Ojuinton How-
ard '13 and Breidigam each had one.
Next week the Scots head to Deni-so- n
to battle the Big Red. The Scots
return home on Oct. 16 to take on
Washington University in St. Louis.
ganization, he humiliated the state
of Ohio, the city of Cleveland."
(the Dunham and Miller show on
SportsRadio 1310 The Ticket)-- ' I
couldn't agree more.
Staging a press conference, and
holding the entire city of Cleveland
hostage until that moment was un-
professional at best. I'd character-
ize it as cowardly.
Contrast this with Roy Halladay,
who, on the day he was trailed took
out a full page in the Toronto Sun
thanking the fans of the Blue Jays
for all the love and support that
they had show n him. Lebron James
never mentioned the city of Cleve
land until a week after choosing to
play for the Miami Heat.
Roger Clemens, upon signing
with (ironically enough) the Blue
Jays after playing for the Red Sox
for his entire career, didn't mention
them once.
More often than not, fans over
emphasize the loyalty that a star
has towards his team. We treat
these people like heroes and sav
iors when, in reality, they've been
trained to be mercenaries, going to
the highest bidder to destroy peo
ple and win.
That's w hy it's so refreshing to
see someone who, despite numer-
ous reason and opportunities to
demand a trade or hate a franchise,
has acted totally professionally and
acknowledged the way us fans view
sports.
Pitch on, Halladay. You've got a
new fan.
(MH) No. 11 Wisconsin at No.2
Michigan State
(MH)Tenneseeat No. 12 LSU
(AB)
(MH, AB)No.lf Michigan at Indi
ana
No. 7 Florida at No.l Bama (MH,
AB)
(Ml I, AB) No.3 Boise State at New
Mexico State
(Mil) No. 9 Stanford at No. tOr
egon (AB)
(MH) Washington at No. 18 USC
(AB)
(MH) No.22 Penn State at No. 17
Iowa (A B)
(Ml I, AB) No. 25 Nevada at UNLV
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Sports Editor Ana Baggu- -
no recently talked to volleyball
player Sarah Hawke '12. This
past weekend, the team traveled
to Hiram,
Ohio for the
North Coast
Athletic Con-
ference Play
Date. Haivke
led the team
SARAH to a 3-- 0 win
IIAWKE against Ohio
IV e s ley a n
University (25-1-7, 25-1- 6, 25--
7). Last season, Hawke was
second on the team in hitting per-
centages as well as second on the
team in blocks.
AB: What motivates you
to succeed on the court? Are
there any traditions you per-
form to help you prepare for
matches?
SH: Well, my family is really
upportive of me and they come
to every single one of my games
no matter how far. My clad is my
biggest fan and loves coming to
the games so it is definitely good
to have my "fam. club." Last game
it was Dig for a Cure to raise
money for breast cancer so before
the game my mom told me to do
it for grandma because she had
breast cancer.
AB: What about the team
are there any big goals you are
all striving for together?
SH: We almost beat Witt, one
game and they have always been
our biggest competitors. They're
the team we aspire to beat every
year and my biggest goal this
season is to beat them. My freslv
man and sophomore year we lost
to them but we get closer to win
ning every year. As a team, I feel
like we have been improving ev
ery year. This year our team has
a lot more depth than it ever has
because we have a lot of people
that can play more than one posi
tion. Our coach is able to switch
up the line-u-ps without players
freaking out. This year everyone
has to work together which al
lows us to build off' of each oth
er's strengths.
AB: Where are you expecting
the team to finish at the end of
the season? Are you planning
on making it to the conference
championships?
SIL My freshman year we were
second in the conference and my
sophomore year we were third
think we can definitely win the
conference this year if we keep
working hard at practice, put
100 percent in at every game and
keep improving.
AB: What do you think holds
the team back on the court in
terms of weaknesses ?
SH: We do a lot of mental ac
tivities to get us focused and
think when people get in a nega
five mindset people don't do as
well, but we're trying to improve
that. Our coaches are really big
on positive attitudes and that'
something I've taken away from
volleyball and applied to life.
I'm a perfectionist and it shows
through in volleyball. When peo
ple tell me I'm doing well I don'
believe it because 1 push myself
to do better because there is al
ways room for improvement.
l( lillllUlJH .Ill)
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